Senior Android Developer in Munich (m/f)

You are looking for an exciting role as an android developer with plenty of freedom to act? Then take responsibility for our android app (current technology Java, Dagger2, rxJava, Realm). Design our app architecture and deliver a high quality product. Work closely with UX designers and web developers and continuously improve our user interface based on frequent user prototyping. Take full accountability for your product and get the chance to shape our android development.

We offer…

- High responsibility and freedom of design – in a very well financed start-up (incl. 3 VCs).
- Working together with a professional founder team with long work-experience.
- Working focused on exciting challenges while having fun.
- Climbing a steep learning curve – on-the-job as well as through our internal learning and development measures.
- An awesome office in the heart of Munich.
- Good salary and the opportunity to grow with the company.

We are looking for…

- University degree in IT (Master) or an equal qualification.
- First experience (at least 2 years) with the development of android apps.
- Good knowledge in Java.
- Experience in backend development with Spring is a plus.
- Capability to independently manage software projects.
- German language skills are welcome.

everskill is…

…a software-based program supporting participants after learning and development trainings to integrate learning goals into their daily work life in a sustainable way. We combine deep psychological knowledge about human behavior with machine learning approaches. We currently have solutions for iOS, Android and web-browser. Learn more on www.everskill.de.

We are looking forward to your application! Send your application (including academic and work certificates) to jobs@everskill.de.